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Whenever an enemy's ship came up, the galley-slaves were covered over
with a linen screen, so as to prevent them _____________ signals to the
enemy.

1.

(give)

She had caused these people some inconvenience, which they had
accepted cheerfully, it was true, but which she could not keep on
_____________ on them.

2.

(inflict)

In fact, in a model a badly setting sail will sometimes even be enough to
prevent her _____________ to windward at all.
3.

(go)

We can not too strongly recommend _____________ sugar-maples.4.
(raise)

Such a jolly good way to keep from hurting their feelings, you know, and
saves _____________ and _____________.
5.

(talk) (think)

Then Jake caught a grip on her throat and shook her head; still she was
game and kept on _____________.
6.

(struggle)

Hence it follows that the soul itself, the agent of the activity, keeps on
_____________ without the body, and is a substance.
7.

(exist)

Nevertheless, he avoided _____________ toward the piece of torn cloth
lying on the floor, as he went out with the policeman.
8.

(look)

We could in this way also escape _____________ taxes, insurance, and
other expenses that naturally follow.
9.

(pay)

Grave faces went whiter as they anticipated _____________
announcements.
10.

(grip)

Harry tottered, and to avoid _____________ backwards turned and with
great strides ran down the bank.
11.

(fall)

But, unhappily, the old lady considered _____________ a ticket as a
solemn rite to be performed with all due caution and deliberation.
12.

(take)
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She noted his steady steps and pale face and, reassured, resumed her
_____________ progress with redoubled vigor.
13.

(fly)

Mark could not avoid _____________ at the way in which this was said,
although he was sufficiently impressed with the hopelessness, it might even
be the danger, of the attempt he was about to make.

14.

(smile)

He often avoids _____________ the year, and when he does insert it he
commits himself to the last two figures only and adds a saving clause.
15.

(write)

One way to avoid _____________ this martyrdom is to ask beforehand if
any one present has heard such and such a story.
16.

(inflict)

The customers, too, are quite inclined to think the argument a good one,
because they enjoy _____________ new dresses, and other pleasant things.
17.

(buy)

I am sure I shall enjoy _____________ Mollie.18. (teach)

Sybil suggested _____________ them our own names.19. (give)

Olive could not resist _____________ the childish, innocent face that
looked more like a little angel's than a child of nearly twelve.
20.

(kiss)
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